5th Grade VISUAL ARTS

VOCABULARY AND CONCEPTS

TYPES OF ARTISTS
Painters, Sculptors, Illustrators, Craft Artists, Fashion Designers, Decorators, Set Designers, Animation Artists, Portrait Artists, Print Artists, Cartoon Artists, Graphic Designers

COLOR THEORY
- Color Intensity
  - Hue (pure color)
  - Tint (hue + white)
  - Tone (hue + grey)
  - Shade (true + black)

COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
- Red
- Yellow
- Blue
- Green
- Purple
- Orange

SPACIAL RELATIONS
- LINEAR PERSPECTIVE
  - Overlapping, Background, Foreground, Size, Placement, Horizon Line, Converging Lines, 2-D Art, 3-D Art

PATTERNS AND SYMBOLS
- Mixed Symbols
- Tessellations
- Natural Painting
- Geometric Picture
- Human Figure
- Sculpture

DESIGN
- Elements
  - line
  - color
  - shape
  - space
  - form
  - texture
  - value

- Principles
  - rhythm
  - movement
  - contrast
  - variety
  - emphasis
  - proportion
  - unity

ILLUSION OF MOTION WITH LINE
- Learn about famous artists and the art of various cultures around the world.

VOCAWBULARY
- aesthetic
- collaborate
- culture
- historical
- plastic
- 3-D
- architecture
- compare
- elements of art
- hues
- shades
- tints
- artifacts
- complementary colors
- base relief
- bisque
- ceramic process
- contemporary
- contrast
- green-ware
- high relief
- linear perspective
- synthesize
- technology
- computer technology
- Relief sculpture
- Preliminary sketching